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I Spy Spectacular
Twenty years ago, Jean 
Marzollo and Walter Wick 
created the first title in 
their bestselling I SPY 
series, I Spy: A Book of 
Picture Riddles. Now you 
can celebrate that 
twentieth anniversary with 
I Spy Spectacular! New 
riddles from Jean Marzollo
are paired with thirteen of 
Walter Wick’s 
photographs from the 
classic I SPY vault to 
create a spectacular 
search and find. Also 
includes bonus “20th 
Anniversary” extra credit 
riddles, the history I SPY 
and information about the 

I SPY creators.
9780545222785 HC $13.99



Scholastic Reader Level 1: Sea Horses 
This reader will provide an introduction to 
sea horses, bringing simple and fun 
nonfiction information to young readers. 
Did you know sea horses have to eat all 
the time to stay alive? In Sea Horses, 
readers will discover where sea horses 
live, what they eat, what eats them, how 
they are different from other sea 
creatures, and how people can help 
prevent their extinction!          

9780545273336 PB $3.99
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Miss Popularity and the Best Friend Disaster 
Cassie is so excited! Her best friends from Texas are 
going to come visit her in Maine during the school 
break. Though bubbly, fashionable Cassie has 
adjusted to life in the cold, snowy Northeast, she still 
misses her girls from back home... and she can’t wait 
for THEM to meet her Maine BFF, Etoile. But when the 
Texas crew arrives, disaster strikes! They don’t like 
Etoile...and Etoile doesn’t like them! Worse, Cassie 
starts feeling a little bit...embarrassed by her old 
friends. Can Cassie keep the peace while still looking 
fabulous?
9780545162470 PB $5.99 8+

Fiction
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Visit www.scholastic.com/candyapple

Visit www.scholastic.com/geronimostilton

#45: Save the White Whale!
Geronimo has been working his tail off at The Rodent’s 
Gazette, so when Petunia Pretty Paws invites him to visit 
Whale Bay with her, he immediately says yes. But their 
trip gets off on the wrong paw, and Geronimo’s relaxing 
vacation turns into a real nightmare. That is, until Petunia 
and Geronimo come across a great white whale that 
needs their help. This is one environmentally themed 
adventure readers will never forget!
9780545103770 PB $6.99 7+
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#5: Sophie the 
Snoop

This time, Sophie’s 
snooped around and 
found just the right 
name, for sure: 
Sophie the Snoop! 
After all, she already 
proved her super 
sleuth skills when 
her piggybank went 
missing—she 
tracked it down in no 
time! This is going to 
be the name that 
sticks—Sophie just 
knows it. But being a 
successful snoop is 
harder than it looks. 
Sophie’s about to dig 
up some dirt...and 
tons of trouble!

9780545264839
PB $4.99

7+

Fiction
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Wolves of the Beyond #1: Lone Wolf By 
Kathryn Lasky
In the harsh wilderness beyond the owl world 
of Ga’Hoole, a wolf mother hides in fear. Her 
newborn pup, otherwise healthy, has a twisted 
paw. The mother knows the rigid rules of her 
kind. The pack cannot have weakness. Her 
pup must be abandoned on an icy riverbank—
condemned to die.
But alone in the forest, the pup, Faolan, does 
the unthinkable. He survives. This is Faolan’s
story, the story of a courageous wolf pup who 
rises up to change forever the wolves of the 
Beyond. 9780545093118 PB $6.99 9+

Fiction
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The Deadlies #1: Felix Takes the Stage
The Deadlies are a very nice family of well mannered 
spiders...who just happen to be incredibly toxic. It’s not 
their fault that their venom is so harmful. They would never 
hurt anyone! But the humans they live near just don’t 
understand. (The other spiders around aren’t that friendly 
either.) The Deadlies love their cozy web in the basement 
of the philharmonic hall. But trouble starts when Felix 
Deadly tries to meet his hero, the Maestro. The silly man 
faints from fright, and the Deadlies have to flee before the 
exterminators arrive. Is there no place a friendly—and 
deeply misunderstood—family of spiders can call home?
9780545117302 PB $4.99

7+
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The Summer Before
Before there was The Baby sitters 
Club there were four girls named 
Kristy Thomas, Mary Anne Spier, 
Claudia Kishi, and Stacey McGill. As 
they start the summer before seventh 
grade (also the summer before they 
start the BSC), each of them is on the 
cusp of a big change. Kristy is still 
hung up on hoping that her father will 
return to her family. Mary Anne has to 
prove to her father that she’s no 
longer a little girl who needs to be 
subject to hundreds of rules. Claudia 
is navigating her first major crush on a 
boy. And Stacey is leaving her entire 
New York City life behind in order to 
find new friends in Stoneybrook, 
Connecticut. Whether you owned one 
(or 132) of the 176 million copies of 
the original Baby sitters Club series or 
if this is your first visit to Stoneybrook, 
The Summer Before is a sweet, 
moving novel about four girls on the 
edge of something big—not just the 
Club that will change their lives, but 
also all the joys and tribulations of 
being twelve and thirteen. 
9780545160940 PB $5.99

9+

Fiction
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The Loser List
When Danny Shine (rhymes with 
“whine”) finds out he’s on the 
infamous Loser List in the girls’
bathroom, his mission to erase it lands 
him in detention. That fateful 
afternoon, the school’s bullies (who 
live in detention) discover that Danny 
can draw. Suddenly he’s not a target 
anymore—he’s a “bad boy”!
Supplying tattoos and graffiti for the 
bullies is great, until Danny is 
unwittingly drawn into a crime. His 
new friends took a comic from 
Danny’s favorite store, and now 
Danny has to steal it back, return it, 
and break off with the bullies—before 
he goes from dork to delinquent.
Fans of Jeff Kinney, Jim Benton, and 
things that are absurd and also very, 
very funny will love this new, fully 
illustrated tale of middle school torture. 

9780545240048 POB $9.99 9+

Fiction
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Diary of a Wimpy 
Kid 

fans have a 
New Hero!

April 2011



The Gatekeepers #4: Necropolis 
As the fourth novel in the spellbinding 
Gatekeepers series begins, the world 
is under the greatest threat it’s ever 
known. The evil corporation Nightrise
has amassed an immense amount of 
power...and the devastating force of 
the Old Ones is about to be unleashed 
around the globe. To stop this from 
happening, Matt and three of the 
Gatekeepers head to Hong Kong—not 
just the modern city of skyscrapers 
and wealth, but the secretive 
underworld beneath. In Hong Kong 
they will meet the final Gatekeeper, a 
girl named Scarlet, whose fate is 
inextricably joined to their own…

9780439680066   PB $7.99 9+

Fiction
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After Ever After
Jeffrey isn’t a little boy with cancer anymore. 
He’s a teen in remission. Even though the 
cancer should be far behind him, life still feels 
fragile. The after effects of treatment have left 
Jeffrey with an inability to be a great student 
or to walk without limping. His parents still 
worry about him. His older brother, Steven, 
who has always been Jeffrey’s main support 
system and confidant, lost it and took off to 
Africa to be in a drumming circle and “find 
himself.” Jeffrey has a little soul searching to 
do, too. He needs to tell Steven how he feels 
about basically being abandoned. His best 
friend, Tad, is hatching some kind of 
secretive, crazy plan, which is driving him 
bonkers. And, there is a girl who is way out of 
his league but who thinks he’s cute. 
Profound, funny, and utterly original, After 
Ever After promises laughter and tears and 
characters who will live with readers long 
after the story is over.

9780439837088  PB $7.99
9+

Fiction
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Destroy All Cars
James Hoff likes to rant against America’s consumerist 
culture—the malls, the SUVs, the focus on clothes. He 
also likes to rant against his ex girlfriend, Sadie, who he 
doesn’t feel is doing enough to change the world—a  
bike path can’t save the environment. But just like he 
can’t avoid buying things, he also can’t avoid Sadie for 
long. This anti consumerist love story is all about 
idealism, in James’s relationship with the world around 
him and his relationships with the people around him. 
This is a fantastic, funny, sexy, cool masterpiece from 
one of the best YA writers working today.    
9780545104753 PB $8.99

Runaway: An Airhead Novel By Meg Cabot
Emerson Watts is on the run: from school, from 
work, from her family, from her friends, from 
herself. With everyone she loves furious with her 
for something she can’t explain, and nothing but 
the live Stark Angel fashion show on New Year’s 
Eve to look forward to, Em’s reached the end of 
her rope...what’s the point of even going on? But 
when she discovers the truth about Nikki’s 
secret, she knows there’s only one person she 
can turn to. Will Christopher be able to put aside 
his personal feelings and help her expose her 
employer to the world? Is it even fair to get 
Christopher involved—since if he agrees, there’s 
every chance that Stark Enterprises will try to 
have them both killed—this time, permanently?
Maybe it would be better for Em to just keep on 
running.... 9780545040617 PB $9.99
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Fiction
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The Book of Tormod #2:             
A Templar’s Gift 
Something’s wrong with Tormod
MacLeod. Ever since returning home, 
his visions have become more intense 
and disorienting, making him 
increasingly ill and constantly on the 
verge of collapse. But then he meets 
Aine, a fiery, no nonsense Scottish lass 
who has powers of her own and a 
special supernatural connection with 
Tormod—when they’re actually getting 
along. Together they must find the 
healer who can save Tormod’s life, all 
the while dodging King Philippe le Bel’s
ruthless soldiers, who will stop at 
nothing to find Tormod and information 
about the secret he keeps.
9780545056755 HC $17.99
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